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BUILDING AN EXCLUSIVE, INFLUENTIAL
COMMUNITY OF LEADERS FOR GROWING
THEIR ENTERPRISES, THEIR COUNTRIES,
AND THEIR CONTINENTS

We aim at:
Promoting important business opportunities exclusively to leaders
of Africa and Europe
Strengthening business and political relations among South African
and Italian enterprises and institutions
Giving South African and Italian business and political leaders
innovative approaches and ideas to shape their strategies
Building a permanent and exclusive community of leaders that can
influence the economic relations of their countries

The major outcome for the members and the
participants is to get: Knowledge, personal
feeling and trust
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BACKGROUND
The African continent is increasingly affirming itself as a privileged destination for
international investment at global level. Even though the continent is experiencing
an economic growth lower than before (+4.4% average real GDP growth between
2010-2015 vs. 5.5% between 2005-2010)1, it stands out in a global context characterized by widespread instability and moderate economic growth.
Moreover, the increasing population (expected to double by 2050, reaching 2 billion
inhabitants) requires adequate investment to foster growth and employment, also
considering that 40% of African population is today below fourteen years of age
and consumers’ expenditures are growing steadily (CAGR of 4.2% between 2005
and 2014).
Companies and investors worldwide are recognizing this unique opportunity, as
signaled by the growth in the number of greenfield investment projects (+7% in the
past two years, compared to a global average decrease of -5% in the same period).
European Union leads the way recognizing the importance of this approach and
creating a mutually advantageous match. In this context, Italy is not lagging behind:
it is among top investors in the continent and its total trade with Africa is growing,
with export value surpassing 6.3 billion Dollars in 2015. It interests mainly machineries and equipment, vehicles, chemicals and consumers goods.
Among the players in the region, South Africa is a privileged partner of Italy and
can serve as an entry platform for all the Italian companies willing to enter and
success in the African market. It is also a reference actor for those interested in
making productive investment in the Sub-Saharan Region.

It is also one of the most prominent countries in the continent, ranking first among
African countries in the 2016
edition of the “The European House – Ambrosetti Global Attractiveness Index”.
Between 2005 and 2015
the country thus attracted
over 1,300 FDIs greenfield
projects, equal to 24% of
Sub-Saharan Africa total, for
a value of $64 billion.
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South Africa is among the
most relevant African economies and ranks second
among BRICS countries for
participation to Global Value
Chains. It has well developed
infrastructures and a sound
and structured banking and
financial system, with advanced governance and risk
management mechanisms.
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■■ Figure 1. Level of global attractiveness, African Countries
and South African placement. Source: The European House Ambrosetti on UNCTAD data, 2016

Source: The European House - Ambrosetti elaboration on World Bank and African Development Bank, 2016
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Moreover, the country is already a strategic partner for Italy, being the first destination for Italian FDIs in Sub-Saharan Africa (7.4 billion Dollard in 2015 only) and
accounting for 1.9 billion Euro of Italian export in 2015. This figure is also expected
to surpass 2.2 billion Euro by 2020.
Still to fully enhance the opportunities offered by the cooperation between the
two countries a major knowledge and understanding among the entrepreneurs
and economic players is essential.
Certain of both the importance of African continent and the privileged role of
South Africa, The European House - Ambrosetti, together with the partners
of this initiative, believes that a strategic platform is required to speed-up the
engagement between South Africa and Italy, Africa and Europe and to nurture
mutual knowledge, personal feeling and trust.
This is why The European House - Ambrosetti (TEH-A) launched in 2014 the South
Africa - Italy Summit in Cape Town, with the aim of establishing a community of
leaders from the two Countries capable to influence economic relations not only
between the two countries, but also between their respective continents, to foster
bilateral trade and investments.
The third edition of the Summit — held in Johannesburg in October 2016 — hosted
more than 250 selected personalities and thought leaders not only from Italy and
South Africa, but from several European and African Countries.
During the Summit, business partnerships and Institutional Agreements has been
signed, thus concretely fostering the collaboration between South Africa and Italy.
Given these results, TEH-A is currently organizing the fourth edition of the South
Africa – Italy Summit (renamed: South Africa-Italy Indaba), with the ambition to
catalyze the opportunities that African continent offers and to foster the friendly
and mutually beneficial relations between Africa, Italy and Europe.
International Summits with Think Tanks

“2016 South Africa-Italy Summit”
October 18 and 19, 2016
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For the
time in a row, The European House - Ambrosetti
has been named 1st private think tank in Italy, fourth in Europe and
in the top 20 globally in the University of Pennsylvania Ranking

6 Ministries from Africa and Europe
2 signing
of Agreement:
a Ministerial Agreement
and a MOU

11 Governments represented
together with a member

from EIB

2

delegations from
Emilia-Romagna Region and
Lombardy Region

4

National and
international Media

TEH-A studies presented: Teaming up to reap the latest
opportunities arising from the digital revolution, Cooperating in the
energy sector to meet the challenges ahead, Designing together a
strategic roadmap for the completion of the automotive value chain,
Sharing experience and technology to foster competitiveness and
sustainability in agribusiness

3rd edition of the Summit

250

Strictly limited participation to
international and Italian top manager
over

40 speakers

1/3 of the participants
from Italy

5

collateral activities
and side events

14 Countries represented
8 working sessions
8 main partners, 8 partners, 5 session partners,
Patronage from 7 Institutions, in cooperation with the
Province of Gauteng

■■ Figure 2. 2016 Africa - Italy Summit key facts. Source: The European House - Ambrosetti, 2016
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VISION AND GOALS OF THE INITIATIVE
The South Africa-Italy Indaba initiative has been launched by The European House - Ambrosetti in 2014.
The aim is to build up a permanent, exclusive and influential
community of leaders from the two countries and regions for
growing their enterprises, their countries and their continents.
The major outcome for partners and participants is to get
knowledge, personal feeling and trust.
The platform is conceived as the most important and influential group of people
from the two Countries, capable to influence economic relations between South
Africa and Italy.
CEOs and leaders that are part of it are provided with opportunities for mutual
business and innovative ideas. Concrete projects involving enterprises and Institutions from the two countries also stem from the South Africa-Italy Indaba.
Such a community is today recognized as the place where the most prominent
political and business leaders from whole Africa and Europe can:
•
•
•

Learn about the strategic opportunities of the two countries within the context
of medium-term regional geostrategic and geo-economic transformation
Interact on a concerted basis among peer visionary business leaders, together
with the most influential institutional leaders of the two countries
Build profitable partnerships with the aim of promoting new investment in
both countries and enhancing trade relationship

The initiative, strictly reserved to CEOs only, is designed to cover at least five years of activities. It is conceived around a number of intertwined pillars:
•

•

•

•

An exclusive yearly Indaba in South Africa, the most important gathering of
leaders from South Africa, Italy, Africa and Europe. It offers high-level moments of networking, interaction and debate, among a strictly selected audience
also displaying the year-long activities of the community.
Year-long activities including thematic local meeting in Italy and South Africa
on selected topics of interest for the partners of the initiative; also providing
access to major stakeholders and internationally renewed experts and business leaders. The platform will also serve as a collector and catalyst of Institutional and private initiatives, supporting them and boosting their outcome and
visibility. Business field trips tailored on partners’ needs and requests will also
be organized together with tailor-made, year-long press releases and editorials provided to all the members of the community
The Steering Committee, composed by advisors chosen among the most visionary and competent opinion leaders of the two countries. It identifies the most
innovative and relevant issues and provides in-depth analysis, research and
forefront knowledge base.
The Magazine, an online platform publishing updated news and confidential
reports for the members of the community. It will serve as the entrance gate
to the wider universe of The European House - Ambrosetti Summits/Indabas.
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BENEFITS FOR THE PARTNERS
Being a Partner of this project offers a unique opportunity to
participate as a leading business player to the shaping of economic and political relations between South Africa and Italy
More specifically, being a Partner will allow you to:
• Have a privileged point of observation to follow the process of political and
economic engagement between Africa and Europe. Your point of observation
will also benefit of the contribution of high-level advisors;
• Have the opportunity to meet and interact, on a confidential basis, with political leaders and institutional or corporate leaders belonging to the state-owned or private sector;
• Deepen specific areas of interest, not only related to your own industry, but
also to new opportunities, tied to National plans and programs and to existing
laws or rules that are currently under revision;
• Design one field trip, eventually hosting it (if the company is located in South
Africa and depending from logistics requirements);
• Influence the definition of the Summit’s topics and participants;
• Present recommendations to the two Countries Governments in order to improve trading environment and create partnership opportunities;
• Personally invite to the Summit and/or to the Gala dinner 10 guests of interest
of yours;
• Join a community that shall become the most important exclusive group of
leaders that will influence the relationship among the two countries and the
most important related projects;
• Be part of the broader Community of The European House - Ambrosetti Summits’ platform for networking and continuous exchange of information and
ideas among the members of a growing and exclusive community of leaders
from South Africa, Iran, ASEAN countries, Italy and many other countries:

South
Africa
and SADC
Russia

Iran

ITALY
ASEAN
Coutries

Argentina

India

China
(Jiangsu)

Being part of the South
Africa–Italy Indaba
grants exclusive access
to a broader community of leaders with the
aim to provide a reference linkage between different strategic
geographies and the
respective leaders

Villa d’Este Forum
Operational Summit

Planned Summit

Planned being in study
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THE INDABA STRUCTURE
The Indaba addresses the most relevant topics and key priorities, together with
concrete projects and proposals to foster South Africa and Italy relations also in
light of future geopolitical, economic and social trends.
The two-day Indaba is also the showcase and divulgation moment of year-long
works and activities of the community.
All the elements, from the venue to the participants, from the program to the speakers, are conceived to provide a high-level and distinctive moment of sharing and
discussion to foster South Africa-Italy relations.
More specifically, the 2017 edition will have the following features:
•
•
•
•

Venue: A prestigious location in Johannesburg (South Africa). A high-level
conviviality moment will also be the Cocktail Reception at the Residence of
the Italian Ambassador in Pretoria.
Format: Two-day closed-door residential event, phases of intensive speeches
and panels of free time interaction among participants.
Participants: Approx. 200 participants selected among CEOs and top executives, industrialists, entrepreneurs, political and institutional leaders from South
Africa, Italy and their respective regions.
Speakers: High-level business, political and institutional leaders. Top economists, thought leaders, top strategy experts, and “gurus”.

The distinctive feature of the South Africa – Italy Indaba organized by The European House – Ambrosetti will be the deep
and candid interaction among a community of true leaders
from the two countries and geographical areas.
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STEERING COMMITTEE AND WORKING MODEL
The Steering Committee represents a key differentiating factor
with respect to other available business initiatives (business
forums, business missions, etc.).

Steering Committee
Advisors
Partners
TEH-A Think Tank

The Steering Committee is in charge of:
• Outlining the most innovative and relevant issues to fruitfully enhance the economic and strategic ties between the Countries and continents involved;
• Identifying areas for concrete joint business opportunities;
• Definition of priority topics for the Indaba and formulation of proposals and guidelines to be presented to government and business leaders;
• Validation of program and structure of the Indaba.
Composition
• Four or five top-level advisors by country (international personalities of high
standing, i.e., scholars, world-level industrialists, top representatives of government and institutions, etc.);
• Representatives from the South African and Italian embassies.
• The main partners (board members or top executives only);
• A Senior Partner of The European House - Ambrosetti leading the working team.
Functioning
• Three half-day closed-door meetings (every 2 months) for discussing project
development, identifying relevant issues, and formulating guidelines.
• One-to-one meetings or phone conferences between every single member of
the Steering Committee and The European House – Ambrosetti working team.
• A working team of high-caliber professionals of The European House - Ambrosetti to implement the Steering Committee’s activities.
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THE 2017 EDITION
Outline of the tentative program

Advisors of the 2017 edition:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pietro Giovanni Donnici (Ambassador of Italy in Pretoria, South Africa)
Alec Erwin (Chairman, UBU Investment Holdings; former Minister of Public
Enterprises and former Minister of Trade and Industry, Government of South
Africa)
Maurizio Mariano (Attorney, Founder and Director, BBM Law firm)
Ignazio Moncada (Chairman, International Development Advisory Ltd; former
Chairman and CEO, Fata Group)
Tseke Nkadimeng (CEO, Afric Oil)
Lapo Pistelli (Senior Vice President, ENI; former Vice Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Italian Government)
Nomatemba Tambo (Ambassador of the Republic of South Africa to Italy)
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THE 2016 EDITION
Overview of 2016 edition sessions:

Morning

Tuesday, October 18th, 2016

Wednesday, October 19th, 2016
Increase competitiveness and growth through new
approaches and tools in decentralised cooperation
Design together a strategic roadmap for the
completion of automotive value chain

Evening

Afternoon

Lunch
Opening Remarks

Cooperate in the energy sector overcome the
challenges of the future

Revitalize growth in the changing global
geo-economic scenario

Team up reap latest opportunities arising from
digital revolution

Share experience and technology to foster
competitiveness and sustainability in agribusiness

Closing Remarks

Gala Dinner

= Plenary Sessions

= Networking sessions

Advisors od the 2016 edition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phindile Baleni (Director General, Gauteng Province, South Africa)
Maria Chiara Carrozza (Member of the Italian Parliament; former Minister
of Education, University and Research, Italian Government)
Pietro Giovanni Donnici (Ambassador of Italy in Pretoria, South Africa)
Alec Erwin (Chairman, UBU Investment Holdings; former Minister of Public
Enterprises and former Minister of Trade and Industry, Government of South
Africa)
Maurizio Mariano (Attorney, Founder and Director, BBM Law firm)
Ignazio Moncada (Chairman, International Development Advisory Ltd; former
Chairman and CEO, Fata Group)
Tseke Nkadimeng (CEO, Afric Oil)
Ndaba Ntsele (Executive Chairman and Co-Founder, Pamodzi Investment
1
Group; Chairman, The Black Business Council)
Lapo Pistelli (Senior Vice President, ENI; former Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, Italian Government)
Nomatemba Tambo (Ambassador of the Republic of South Africa to Italy)
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Main Speakers of 2016 Edition:
Marco Arzilli (Secretary of State for Industry, Handicraft and Trade, Republic of
San Marino); Gian Luca Bagnara (Chairman, Texere); Willem Basson (Project
Champion for the Rust De Winter Super Agri-Park Project; Deputy-President,
Agri-Gauteng); Stefano Bonaccini (Governor, Emilia-Romagna Region, Italy); Paolo Borzatta (Senior Partner, The European House – Ambrosetti); Claudio Ceresani (CEO, Perago); Carmelo Cocuzza (Head of Regional Representation, Southern
Africa and Indian Ocean, European Investment Bank); Marcus Cornaro (Ambassador of the European Union to the Republic of South Africa); Barbara Creecy (MEC
for Finance, Gauteng, South Africa); Barbara Degani (Deputy Minister for Environment and Protection of Land and Sea, Italy); Valerio De Molli (Managing Partner &
CEO, The European House – Ambrosetti); Pietro Giovanni Donnici (Ambassador of
Italy to South Africa); Alec Erwin (Chairman, Ubu Investment Holdings; former Minister of Public Enterprises and former Minister of Trade and Industry, South Africa); Frederik Geertman (Chief Commercial Officer, UBI Banca); Eleni Giokos (Africa Correspondent, CNNMoney); Luwellyn Tyrone Landers (Deputy Minister of
International Relations and Cooperation, Republic of South Africa); Wendy Luhabe (Chairman, Women Private Equity Fund); David Malemolla Makhura(Premier
of Gauteng, South Africa); Peter Malungani (Founder and Executive Chairman,
PEU Group); Maurizio Mariano (Attorney, Co-Founder and Director, BBM Law
Firm); David Masondo (CEO, Automotive Industry Development Centre – AIDC); Renai Moothilal (Executive Director, National Association of Automotive Component
and Allied Manufacturers – NAACAM); Netumbo Nandi-Ndaitwah (Minister of
International Relations and Cooperation and Deputy Prime Minister, Republic
of Namibia); Tseke Nkadimeng (CEO, Afric Oil); Ndaba Ntsele (Chairman and
Co-Founder, Pamodzi Investment Group; President, the Black Business Council,
South Africa); Claudio Nucci (General Manager, Ansaldo Energia, Italy); Paolo
Olivero (Country Leader South Africa, CLN-MA Group); Naledi Pandor (Minister
of Science and Technology, Republic of South Africa); Renzo Piraccini (Chairman, Almaverde Bio; Chairman, Macfrut Trade Fair, Italy); Lapo Pistelli (Senior
Vice President, ENI; former Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs and International
Cooperation, Italy); Patric Ralotsia (Minister of Agriculture, Botswana); Fabrizio
Sala (Deputy Governor for Social Housing, EXPO, International and European Relations and Business Internationalisation, Lombardy Region, Italy); Nomatemba
Tambo (Ambassador of South Africa to Italy); Stergomena Tax (Executive Secretary, Southern African Development Community – SADC); Luca Vecchi (Mayor,
Municipality of Reggio Emilia, Italy); Fabrizio Zago (CEO, Building Energy); Zamxaka Samhumzi (CEO, Gauteng Growth Development Agency – GGDA); Lindiwe
Zulu (Minister for Small Business Development, South Africa)
2016 Partners:
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THE EUROPEAN HOUSE - AMBROSETTI
The European House – Ambrosetti is a leading Italian management-consulting
firm. Established in 1965, has its headquarters in Milan and has a network of foreign offices in Europe and around the world. Additionally, a series of strategic
alliances and an external network of internationally renowned advisors support
The European House - Ambrosetti.
The European House - Ambrosetti (www.ambrosetti.eu) is an independent organization that maintains a neutral standpoint on political issues. It also operates as
a think tank developing themes and proposals to support the debate on critical
topics affecting the agenda of corporate leaders in Italy and in Europe. For the
fourth consecutive year, The European House - Ambrosetti has been nominated in the “Best Private Think Tanks” category - the No. 1 Think Tank in Italy, ranking
in the European top ten and ranking in the World top one-hundred independent out
of 6,846 Think Tanks globally, in the University of Pennsylvania 2016 Global Go To
Think Tanks Report.
The European House - Ambrosetti flagship Forum is “Intelligence on the World,
Europe, and Italy”, which has come to be acknowledged as one of the most important annual meetings taking place in the world.
The New York Times recognized its
value describing it as “a conference
where world big shots gather annually in a more high-powered setting than
the publicized wingding at Davos”.
Since 1975, the Forum takes place, for
three days, in early September at Villa
d’Este (Lake Como) and brings together
a highly selected group of political leaders, business leaders, Nobel Laureates, academicians, and other influential
■■ Figure 3. Former Italian Prime Minister,
Mr. Matteo Renzi, at the 2016 Villa d’Este Summit
personalities from around the world to
discuss the key current issues that shape the global economy and our society. The audience is limited to 200 CEOs (www.
ambrosetti.eu/en/workshops-and-forums/forum-villa-d-este).
The European House - Ambrosetti also organizes several high-level and distincitve Summits at global level. Among the others, the Iran-Italy Summit will reach
its second edition (to be held on November 2017 in Tehran). The previous Iran-Italy Summit edition (May 2015) brought together more than 150 leaders from the
two continents (ministers, business leaders and opinion leaders) for a high-level,
closed-door discussion on Italian-Iranian relations and business opportunities to
exploit the reopening of political and economic dialogue.
In 2017 The European House - Ambrosetti will also organize the first edition
of the ASEAN-Italy Summit in Jakarta (15th and 16th May 2017). The European
House - Ambrosetti has a long-established record of accomplishment in business
promotion and summit organization.
These include: the “Observatory on Europe” held annually in Brussels, Belgium;
the “International Credit Rating System Reform” Forum held in Hong Kong in 2013;
the “World Foresight Forum” organized in The Hague, Netherlands in 2011; the
“Italy-Japan Business Group” in 2010 and the “Qianhai Financial Conference”
held in Shenzhen, China in 2014.
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